Year R/1 Home Learning Menu Summer Term 2
With your child you can ‘dip into’ any of the activities on the sheet. Your child can present their learning in any
way they would like and bring in their pieces of work any time during the half term to share with the class

Get writing:
Do you know the features of a plant? Do
you know about the life cycle of a plant?
Why not draw and label a plant using your
phonic knowledge to help you? You could
also extend this further by creating a life
cycle of a plant and adding labels or
sentences to describe each stage.

Get mathematical:

Get reading:

Things to continue practising each week

If I wanted to learn more about plants,

include counting in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s and

growing and changing, where could I look?

quick fire number bonds to 10 and then 20.

That’s right in non-fiction texts or on the

Fancy a maths challenge? If you are

internet.

growing your own seeds, keep a simple

Do you have any non-fiction texts at

diary of the time it takes them to grow.

home? If you do share them with a grown

Include writing the days of the week and

up and record facts or ask if you can bring

then use your counting skills to identify the

the book in so we can all learn more about

number of days and weeks it took to grow.

plants together!

Get investigating:

Get physical:

Get creative:

How do seeds grow? What happens if

During remote learning, the children loved

Can you create your own wonderful

the weekly exercise challenges! We have

masterpiece? You could create an idea

continued this in school as they enjoyed it

below or use your own imagination

so much. How many times can you

instead:

seeds do not have the correct conditions to
grow in?
You can research plants growing using the
internet or you could plant your own seed

complete each activity in 1 minute?



A life cycle of a plant

Star jumps



Paint a picture of a pretty flower.



Squats



Take pictures of plants and flowers



Burpees



Push ups

and change a variable. For example, what



happens if you do not water your seeds?
Record this in any way you like.

you see when you are out an about.


An idea of your own ...

Remember to ask an adult whenever you are using the internet to help you to stay safe!

